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A R酬阱scu豁iOn of 111叩惦ed Interp代tation Z忍口7zg J施行g· 4 ·

The construction of the Chinese hermeneutics must． first of a11． have new

insights and progress in solving many fundamental meta-problems． Imposed

interpretation，as a kind of interpretation， has been very common in the study and

theoretical construction of texts in various disciplines． By adopting the method of

imposed interpretation，one steals obj ects and employs disguised discourse；using the

name of the text， one elucidates one’s own ideas， imposing these ideas on the text，

and claiming that that is what the text means．Such a means of interpretation violates

the rules of logic and ethics of hermeneutics， so its legitimacy should be questioned．

Any interpretation has an obi ect． The object is determined． The legitimacy of

interpretation dissolves when it deviates from the determined obiect． In the

psychological sense， there is a reason for imposed interpretation， but this does not

mean that it is j ustifiable or insurmountable．This is j ust like the fact that a fallacy is

unavoidable does not mean that it is i ustifiable or insurmountable， or that it is the

truth． InterDretations with strong theoretical and logical force do not need to be

imposed． Interpretation is of motivation—driven nature． The fundamental way to

achieve proper and reasonable interpretation is to insist on the certainty of the object

of interpretation and on the pursuit of hermeneutical wholeness，and to use rationality

to effectively restrain the arbitrary outstretch of the motive of interpretation．Outside

the field of literature， it is particularly important to be vigilant against imposed

interpretations initiated by subj ective motives．The effective way of limiting imposed

interpretation is to insist on starting from the phenomenon itself，with a holistic view

of and the multiple and multi—directional cycles of interpretation．

Rati蚰al Presupp髑iti蚰， No咖胁tiVity and

P哪p∞tive蚰the Unive嘲Ility of Phn惦ophy

Pl哪list Expre孵i蚰： A Cross．℃山tuml

C矗P竹g LPso孵·24·

The question of the universality of philosophy is highlighted when seen from a

cross—cultural perspective， for it reveals the tension between particularity and

universality，as weU as the connotations of the universality of philosophy．In terms of

philosophical activities having the content of Chinese life experience，the universality

of philosophy， the particularity of Chinese thought， and the uniqueness of Chinese

expression together constitute a persistent theoretical tension． We distinguish the

universality of philosophy from universal philosophy； the former stems from the

universal presupposition of rational ability and points to the richness and diversity of

the empirical world and maintains a dynamic balance between universality and

pluralism in the normative attitude of discourse practice and conceptual a．ctivity．

From the perspective of cultural subj ectivity，it is necessary to avoid misleading views
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that equate the universality of philosophy with Western ph订osophy； besides，

normativity cannot be understood as specific censorship rules． The universality of

philosophy requires a sense of boundaries and a normative attitude that will ensure

that people from different contexts can have dialogue on the basis of rational ability

and construct a space for dialogue and understanding．The concern for diverse obj eets
based on the richness of experience gives philosophical concepts and arguments

pluralist differences that encompass cultural differences and autonomy in terms of

1evel of expression． All in a11，it is only on the basis of the universality of philosophy

that we can understand the normative requirements of philosophical activities and the

diversity of cross—cultural ph订osophical reflection．

Incl璐ive Reglllation of Artificial Intelligence in Criminal Jllstice Li X“规^“·42·

Although the artificial inteUigence(AI)of China’s criminal j ustice 1eads the

world， problems such as data monopoly， algorithmic black boxes， and arbitrary

application scenarios have been exposed． In order to resolve these problems in a

scientific way as weU as the legality challenges， legitimacy concerns and ethical risks

underlying them， we need to overcome traditional way of thinking， innovate our

regulatory删els，introduce the concept of techllology enlpowerment and techn0109ical due

process， and implement inclusive regulation of AI in criminal i ustice so as to achieve

coordination between development and regulation． The deep integration of human

rights protection in criminal j ustice and human—centered AI form the．concept of

techn0109y empowerment， which can provide macro guidance at the conceptual 1evel

for the research and application of artificial inteUigence in criminal j ustice．

Techn0109ical due process， which is based on the traditional due process， can

regulate the process of AI applications for the openness of i udicial data， enhance the

transparency of algorithms， and promote the establishment of an AI accountability
mechanism in criminal j ustice． The application of data_driven j udicial A1 will

influence the j udicial structure and governance mode and have the effect of reshaping

judicial operations，gradually forming a new model of judicial governance with man_

machine coUaboration． In the future， we should uphold the concept of human—

centeredness and the idea of technological empowerment， reshape our value

orientation and code of conduct under the new configuration of man—machine

relations，and pursue the values of legal fairness and j ustice， in hopes of building a

new pattern of man—machine collaborative．i udicial governance．

B远Data Tech舯logi鹤and the M0dem Tra璐fom姐ti蚰of Traditi蚰al Philolo斟
Li优S矗i n72d Li FPiy乱P·63·

Big data technologies have triggered innovations in the production methods and

structural transformation of traditional philology and have expanded its accessibility．

The fragmentation， standardization， structuration and visualization of traditional

ph订ology constitute the“macro—texts” and“hypertexts” consisting of the various

textual c011ections and databases， which have promoted the connections between

different kinds of literature and the rediscovery of knowledge． The application of

online analysis， bibliometrics， thematic modeling and other textual information
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techn0109ies can renovate classical philology’ s practical approach， enhance its

consistency and empirical basis， catalyze the creation of new research patterns， and

promote the modern transformation of traditional philology． Contemporary big data

technologies have changed the way we perceive and grasp the scope of traditional

ph订ology， reflecting the pursuit of our capacity for knowledge mining，organization，

management and reproduction．

rnle Spirit of New Chi的and the Generation of Literary Cla蟠ics

，i口，zg S矗“2屁税D口，2d Li S^i·82·

The spirit of New China refers to the principal mental quality that accompanied

the maior historical events of different periods since the founding of the PRC in 1 949．

It was closely related to the creation of literature and the generation of 1iterary

classics． In different historical stages， the spirit of New China expressed itself in

va“ous forms． It mainly includes the spirit of patriotism，the spirit of independence，

self-reliance and hard work， the spirit of national unity， the spirit of reflection， the

spirit of reform and opening up， the spirit of keeping pace with the times， the spirit

of diversity and integration， the spirit of people’s creation， a shared future for

mankind， etc． The three 1inks of the“1iterary system——literary creation——1iterary

criticism，”manifest the dynamics between the spirit of New China and the generation

of 1iterary classics． On the one hand，the spirit of New China has to be transformed

aesthetically into a specific mechanism for literary production which，with the help of

the intervention and interpretation of theoretical—critical discourses， generates a

1iterary classic； on the other， the interaction between 1iterature and p01itics

constantly enriches the connotations of the spirit． It is therefore necessary to create

classic literary works that live up to the times and the people， taking a stand on the

four levels of politics， the people， 1iterary criticism and 1iterary creation．

Ch粕西ng mnds in Edu翰ti叫Matching in the Chinese Urb柚Labor Market： A

Dyn锄ic A∞lysis of the A驴Peri计Gen哪tion Effect

V矿如Xi以og口规g n72d Li Xi口Dg“以孢g·1 02·

The“graduates difficulty in finding a j ob”in the 1abor market is becoming an

immediate and pressing problem． The global expansion of education in the past half

century has 1ed to a problem of education matching， particularly over—education， in

labor markets across the world． This paper uses an age—period—generation model to

evaluate the trend of educational mismatching in the Chinese urban labor market on

the basis of China General Social Survey data(2003—2017)．It shows that first，over-

education overall shows a downward trend (period effect) with the upgrading of

China’s occupational structure． Secondly， with the spread of compulsory education

and the expansion of higher education， over—education is rising rapidly in terms of

birth cohort (generational response)． Finally， a mismatch between individuals’

education and their position in the labor market w订l have a lon车r_term effect on their

working life． These findings have significant theoretical value and p01icy implications

for advancing China as an educationaUy strong country， bu订ding an education system

that is coordinated with high_quality development， strengthening the 1inkages and

degree of matching between education and the 1abor market，and a110wing everyone to
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display their talents．

Alteratio璐in the Yellow River’s Course and Ch锄g郎in
Archaeolo科

Civilization Seen in T臼1ns of

Yh口7z G乞n咒g尼“o ·123

The Yellow River is well—known for s订ting up，breaking its dykes and changing

its course， with the latter occurring several times． However， during the pre—Qin

period the river’s course did not change significantly． Instead， it had always flowed

in the course recorded in the H口7z Z矗i．The Y矗Go咒Ig river recorded in literature was

actually the Hn竹Z矗i river，while the“Y孔(而729 river”in Xunxian and Neihuang was

the 01d course of the Qi river．A significant shift in the Yellow River’s course began
in the Han Dynasty．After 2，000 years of frequent changes of course and movement

of the river bed， a 6—1 5一meter layer of thick silt formed in the lower reaches of the

Yellow I之iver，and this completely changed the natural landscape of hills， rivers and

lakes that had e)【isted in this area in the pre—Qin period， eventually f6rming the

1andform of boundless plain seen today． During this process， the development of

civilization was interrupted and most of the cities in the area were destroyed． On the

surface， the thousands of years of changes in the ec0109y and living environment in

this area were due to the flooding， changes of course， and shifting of the river bed，
but essentially， they resulted from mankind’s overuse of natural resources．

on the Land order锄d Syst哪During the Northem Dyn嬲ties and the Sui and Tang

Ya729，i夕i咒g·144

The Land Edicts(diZi729 or￡i口咒Zi孢．g)of the northern dynasties and the Sui and

Tang were 1and laws and regulations． These were， however， only superstructure

norms；they could not decide the nature of land ownership． The Land Edict of the

northern dynasties contained clauses on the granting and receiving of land， but the

adiustments it made were carried on within the scope of the househ01d’s original 1and

h01ding；this meant that in reality it did not touch on the granting and receiving of

land．This was the inevitable result of the conflict between the rulers’ideals of state

1and ownership and the realities of private land ownership． When the Edict was

implemented，the Northern Wei and the Northern Qi dynasties foUowed a dual—track

system：a universal land grant system for the Tuoba settlements in northern Xianbei

area and a system of restricted land holdings and household registration for the

settlements where the Han dominated． During the Sui and Tang dynasties， the

system for the Tuoba was cancelled as they were no longer the ruling class． There

were no cases of officials actuaUy being granted or receiving land according to the

Land Edict during the Sui and Tang dynasties， but there were quite a few cases in

which no land was granted or received． The Tang￡i口咒Zi咒g was ab01ished between

late Tang and early Song dynasties，not in the first year of Jianzhong(780)．

Co璐tructing Political Science with Chin鸭e Characteristics：Discipline，Scholarship锄d
DiscoursrThe Ex舳叩le of the Restoration and R电co璐tructi蚰of Political Sci蚰ce in

China X“YrD7zg口咒d RP行L优·165·

The features， style and sch01arly character of ph订osophy and the social science
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are the products of having developed to a certain stage， a sign of maturity， a symb01

of strength， and an expression of confidence． In China， since its restoration and

reconstruction in 1 9 8O， political science has devoted itself to the construction of

political science with Chinese characteristics， which provides a benchmark for its

development． China’s unique p01itical foundation， its unique political issues and its

unique position in the changing world order make Chinese political science

autonomous and self-constituting in scientific research， which means it has begun to

show distinctive Chinese characteristics． Compared with European and American

p01itical science， political science with Chinese characteristics is characterized by

Marxist guidance of the disciplinary system， the integrated orientation of the

academic svstem and the inclusive features of the discourse system． With China’s

increasin91y important role on the world stage， we have to be good at integrating a11

kinds of resources——ancient and modern， Chinese and foreign——and speed up the

construction of Dolitical science with Chinese characteristics．

The Iss眦of the Rule of Law from the Perspective of Marx’s Historical Materialism

Z矗乜咒g D“咒·183·

The core issue of law-based governance is the rule of law． The rule of law means

the dialectical unity of the idea of law and reality． Based on Marxism’s understanding

of the rule and historical materialism， and guided by IⅥarx’s critique of legal

philosophy，f6llowing the intrinsic dual structure of the idea of law and reality and

combining the actual historical process of the development of modern rule of 1aw， this

paper mainly discusses the following three theoretical issues of the rule of law．

Firstlv， the foundation of the social material relations of the rule of 1aw is the market

economy． The rule of law itself is the product of the interaction between the reform

of economic relations and 1egal relations． To be specific， it is the abstraction of

property relations in the capitalist market economy that gives rise to modern 1aw， and

produces the formal j ustice of 1aw embodied in the principles of freedom and fairness，

and rights and obligations．Secondly，IⅥarx’s critique of the 1imitations and essential

defects of the formal i ustice of law based on his historical materialism reveals higher

goals or ideas for the modern rule of 1aw． This is “social i ustice as substantive

j ustice．”More specifically， it aims to eliminate the oppression of bourgeois property

rights and realize the social liberation of proletariat with the achievement of public

welfare as the supreme goal of the rule of law． Thirdly， the theoretical effect of

Marx’s critique of 1egal philosophy on contemporary Western 1egal philosophy is

reflected in contemporary Western philosophers’ understanding of the modern rule of

law． To a 1arge extent， this understanding follows the theoretical direction revealed

bv】Ⅵarx and transcends the Western tradition of the rule of 1aw in the doctrine of

formal justice． In addition， it emphasizes the status and significance of social justice
as substantive j ustice in the rule of law， thus making the formal j ustice of law

inherent in substantive j ustice as much as possible．
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